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Abstract—Increasing numbers of VR applications are being
developed for mobile devices. Due to the various hardware
limitations of different mobile devices, the amounts of data for
virtual scenes need to be restricted if one seeks to still obtain fast
rendering and a real-time interaction experience. To alleviate this
problem, this paper proposes novel optimization strategies for
real-time rendering of virtual scenes on heterogeneous kinds of
mobile devices with diverging processing abilities. In particular,
we deploy a virtual scene around an editable roaming path so
as to reduce the arrangement of invisible virtual objects, and
optimize the scene layout in the design stage. The virtual objects
are bounded with respect to the roaming path, such that the
system can render the virtual scenes in the roaming stage in
real-time. Our experiments show that these strategies can be
adaptively applied for different smartphone devices, operating
in larger-scale virtual scenes constructed in advance.

Index Terms—Optimization strategy; real-time interaction;
virtual reality

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, mobile devices have become truly

ubiquitous across all continents, providing computing, storage,

as well as a number of input and output modalities. Based

on this pervasiveness, low-cost VR mounts for smartphones,

such as Google’s Cardboard viewer [1] have emerged as

a particularly widespread type of VR HMD, with an ever-

increasing number of applications [2].

A challenge with smartphone-based VR systems is that their

hardware performance is limited, such that the rendering speed

must be taken into consideration as an important constraint in

designing VR content. In order to ascertain real-time rendering

of 3D scenes, some popular rendering acceleration techniques

from computer graphics such as level-of-detail (LOD) [3] and

visibility culling [4] have also been adopted in many mobile

VR apps. Another approach is to pre-compute all possible

images that a VR user might encounter and construct a storage

cache in advance, so that the mobile VR systems can quickly

obtain the images to be presented to the user while roaming

in the scene [5]. Real-time rendering for mobile VR systems

can also be facilitated by constructing a rendering service

platform on higher-performance servers [6]. However, remote

rendering VR contents can also have certain downsides (e.g.,

interaction latency). Another research direction is to study how

to reduce the rendering burden at runtime by already taking

the deployment of the 3D scenes into consideration during the

design stage [4].

However, one important issue that has been neglected is how

to adapt to the different performance profiles of heterogeneous

mobile devices in the design of VR scenes. While designers

may, for instance, develop various virtual museum scenes,

these may not be able to run in real time on each user’s

smartphone, since the latter may have inadequate performance

characteristics. This is akin to how different printers come with

different printer drivers that may render the same print job with

a different quality, in accordance with the capabilities of the

printer.

In order to address this gap, this paper proposes novel

optimization strategies for real-time rendering of virtual scenes

on heterogeneous kinds of mobile devices with diverging

processing power. In particular, we present a method of

deploying a virtual scene around an editable roaming path

with an optimized arrangement of virtual objects in the design

stage. This enables the system to later render the virtual scenes

in real-time during the roaming stage, by quickly retrieving

only the pertinent virtual objects, which are bounded with

respect to the roaming path in the design stage. This strategy

can be applied for different mobile devices, operating in larger-

scale virtual scenes constructed in advance.

II. RELATED WORK

Real-time rendering is crucial for ensuring real-time interac-

tion. In order to enable real-time rendering of VR scenes, there

are numerous techniques to accelerate the rendering of 3D

contents. In this paper, we mainly consider methods targeting

mobile devices.

OpenGL ES is a well-known API for real-time rendering on

mobile systems [7], but relies on developers to optimize the

rendering quality. He et al. proposed an accelerated rendering

method to alleviate the low performance of vector graphics

rendering on mobile devices [8]. Some rendering platforms

have been built to provide remote real-time rendering services

for mobile VR systems. Several studies [9], [10] proposed
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remote rendering frameworks that offload the burden of ren-

dering 3D contents from mobile devices to more powerful

servers. However, remote rendering of 3D contents on mobile

devices may be impractical due to network delays.

In order to ensure real-time rendering of virtual reality

scenes, there are many techniques to accelerate rendering by

pre-processing. Besides LOD [3] and visibility culling [4],

potentially visible sets (PVS) are often used to accelerate the

rendering of 3D scenes. The latter pre-compute a candidate

set of potentially visible polygons in advance and an index is

used at run-time to quickly obtain an estimate of the visible

geometry [11].

Finally, some studies consider how to reduce the rendering

burden at runtime by reasonably considering the deployment

of the 3D scenes as early as during the design stage. Kin et al.

proposed an animated virtual scene layout system, which can

support the user in arranging the scene in accordance with the

needs of the shooting path [4]. Sun et al. proposed a genre of

participatory design for 3D virtual scenes on mobile devices

[12], in which designer adjusts the layout of objects according

to the user’s VR experience feedback. However, these studies

have not considered how to adapt VR scene design to the

varying levels of performance of different mobile phones.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

For mobile device-based virtual reality systems, the moti-

vation for our approach derives principally from the following

considerations:

1) Despite the diversity of mobile devices, the models and

performance characteristics of prominent mainstream smart-

phones are known. Thus, when designing a scene, one can

account for this information and build an optimized virtual

scene custom-tailored for particular types of devices to reduce

the burden of rendering during the experience.

2) Although the performance on a particular device varies

depending on which other programs are running simultane-

ously, this sort of information can be procured. As a result,

we can specifically factor in this information in order to

dynamically adjust the rendered content based on the actual

available computing power. The goal is to ensure real-time

rendering of the scene despite the device being in different

states at different points in time.

3) Considering that for any roaming path in a virtual scene,

it is easy for users to get lost, many application systems

provide a set of fixed camera paths for users to navigate.

Hence, we can consider laying out a virtual scene around a

given roaming path, reducing the need to consider occluded or

otherwise invisible virtual objects, optimizing the scene layout,

and organizing the scene data so as to speed up the rendering.

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a virtual

scene optimization and acceleration rendering method that can

adapt to the performance of different mobile devices for indoor

scenes such as virtual museums. In order to speed up the

rendering, two strategies proposed in this paper are considered:

1) Optimizing the layout of the virtual scene in the design
stage. The designer chooses the recommended roaming paths,

and the visible region of each path can be computed and

visualized automatically, i.e., the PVS based on the preset

roaming path are pre-computed. This information then guides

the designer in devising a reasonable layout. The goal is

to ensure that the designed scene is supported on different

kinds of devices. Moreover, users should be able to expe-

rience scenes with similar content on devices with different

performance properties. Although the layout of the scene may

be different, the number of virtual objects viewed will almost

be the same. In other words, high-end mobile devices will

see smooth and fine-grained scenes, while low-end users can

also see reasonably complete content smoothly, albeit with a

diverging layout and a different degree of fine-grainedness.

2) Further selecting the rendered contents by calculating the
visible region of the user’s current viewpoint in the running
phase based on the PVS obtained in the design strategy. The

goal is to run virtual scenes in real-time for users.

In the following, we will describe these two phases in detail.

A. Virtual Scene Optimization Layout based on Mobile Device
Performance

Before the scene is rendered in real-time, the content that

will not be in view can be eliminated, thus reducing the render-

ing burden. A common method is to preset a possible camera

path and pre-compute the contents that might be rendered, i.e.,

a potentially visible set. Based on such a strategy, we design

a virtual scene optimization layout method accounting for the

performance of the mobile devices. The steps are as follows:

Step 1: Obtain device profile. The user determines the

mobile device model to which the designed scene may be

applied. The system will retrieve the corresponding device

performance profile from a pre-established database to guide

the designer’s design.

Step 2: Coarse-grained design. The designer defines a rec-

ommended roaming path in the scene subject to any pertinent

requirements and design goals. At this point, the system

interactively displays the visible region along each path, which

is the effective area that the designer can deploy. The designer

adjusts and deploys the scenes in the effective area.

Step 3: Fine-grained design. The designer arranges virtual

objects (such as artifacts) in each visible region. In the process

of arranging objects, the system compares the rendering load

of the object model in the current scene with the maximum

capacity that can be rendered by the mobile device obtained in

the first step, and guides the designer towards making a layout

consistent with it. In the event that the object rendering load

exceeds the performance constraints of the mobile device, the

system prompts the designer to make suitable adjustments,

such as placing the current model elsewhere, dispersing the

layout, or replacing other models.

The details of Steps 2 and 3 are as follows.

1) Coarse-grained Design: The designer first interactively

designates the possible roaming path, consisting of a number

of segments, which is the path that the user is expected to

follow. The designer can set the path via touch operations or

by clicking on the action. For instance, in Fig. 1, the path is
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defined by the designer, composed of the segments s1, s2, and

s3. The designer can modify the segment types via drag-and-

drop operations. In Fig. 1(b), the designer modifies the shape

of s2 by means of curve generation until satisfied.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The interactive design for designers. (a) Designing the path via simple
touch operations, and (b) modifying the shape of a path.

Visibility computation plays an important role in virtual

architectural buildings. When walking along the designer-

given paths, a weak visibility polygon can be computed in

advance to speed up exact visibility queries of moving points

along the trajectories. At the same time, this method can

also avoid the arrangement of objects in the invisible region

and improve the logic and effectiveness of the design. Weak

visibility polygons are defined as follows.

Definition Weak Visibility Polygons (WVP). For a curve or

region γ and a point q in a polygon P , if there exists a point

p in γ such that p and q are visible, we say that q is weakly

visible from γ, and the set of points inside P that are weakly

visible from γ form the weak visibility polygon of γ, denoted

as WV P (P, γ) [13].

When the path, composed of line segments or curves, has

been completed, the WVP of each segment is automatically

computed by the method [13]. The WVP of the segment s2
is shown in Fig. 2(a): The gray polygon is the visible region

of s2, while the non-gray areas (i.e., R1, R2, R3, and R4) are

not visible for s2. When designers arrange the object on the

path s2, they only need to arrange objects in the gray visible

region, i.e., the arrangement in the invisible regions R1, R2,

R3 and R4 can effectively be avoided.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The weak visible region. (a) The weak visibility polygon (gray
region) of s2 (blue line), and (b) The visible region of the viewpoint e
in WV P (P, γ). The blue border polygon represents WV P (P, γ) and the
gray area marks the visible region of the current viewpoint e based on the
orientation of e.

2) Fine-grained design: Based on the performance toler-

ance of the current device and complexity of the virtual scene,

the designer is guided to ensure the usability of the design.

We define a data structure to record the information between

the path and virtual objects:

< Pid, B(γ),WV P (P, γ),MV(γ), D >
Here, Pid represents the given roaming path, B(γ) rep-

resents the curve segment on Pid. WV P (P, γ) represents

the weak visibility polygon of the curve segment, MV(γ)
represents visible models in the visible region of the curve

segment WV P (P, γ), including the attributes of the model:

model number, model capacity, model position. D represents

the processing power of the mobile device.

When the designer places an object, we need to update the

above data structure, which is used to capture pre-processed

input information, specifically the PVS, to improve the ren-

dering speed during the user experience. In particular, when

the designer positions an object in the weak visibility polygon

of a segment, there are two things for the system to do.

Fig. 3. The interactive interface for the designer’s fine-grained design. The
enlargened part shows the performance information of a mobile device.

First, it computes the capacity of the objects in the current

visible region and determines whether this capacity exceeds

the maximum capacity of the mobile device. The interface

depicted in Fig. 3 show how the capacity of the objects in

the current visible region are presented to the designer. If the

capacity does exceed the maximum capacity of the device,

the system can interactively prompt the designer to modify

the design, such as by adapting the layout, or replacing an

object with one that satisfies the capacity constraints.

Second, the system computes the association of the object

with each segment of the roaming path. The object may be

visible in one or more segments of the path. For this, the

system traverses each segment along the path, and determines

whether the object belongs to the visible polygon correspond-

ing to each segment. If it belongs to the visible polygon, the

capacity of the objects in the visible region will be calculated

and the data structure will be updated.

Finally, after the presentation, the designer can further make

some adjustments based on the above data structure.

B. Real-time Rendering of Virtual Scenes

Deploying this idea, we found that even for the same

model of mobile device, different users exhibit different usage

patterns, which moreover vary over time, resulting in different

current processing capabilities of the mobile device. For exam-

ple, if there are too many apps installed on a mobile phone, and

there are many background processes, the available compute

power will be limited.
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Our approach thus takes the current runtime state of the

mobile device as a reference, and adjusts the maximum

rendering ability of the device in each visible region. When

the user is in the immersive experience phase, if the rendering

capacity in the current field of view is too large, the virtual

content can be optimized by means of LOD. That is, according

to the distance relationship between the virtual object and the

viewpoint, objects at a farther level are replaced with a model

for a different level of detail, until the scene complies with

the current maximum rendering capability of the device, such

that a real-time rendering of the scene is ensured. Specifically,

our approach consists of the following steps.

Step 1: Estimate the actual current processing power of the

device, denoted as Dr. If Dr < D, update D as D = Dr.

Step 2: Determine which segment of the path the user’s

current viewpoint e belongs to, denoting it as γ. Determine

the weak visibility polygon WV P (P, γ) (See Fig. 2(b)).

Step 3: Compute the visible region of the current viewpoint

e in WV P (P, γ) based on the orientation of the viewpoint,

denoted as Ve. In Fig. 2(b), the visible region of the current

viewpoint e is depicted as a gray polygon.

Step 4: Traverse all models in MV(γ) and select models

belonging to Ve.

Step 5: Determine whether the capacity of the objects in

Ve exceeds the maximum capacity D of the device. If the

rendering load of the objects in Ve exceeds D, we invoke

the LOD technique to speed up the scene rendering. This

entails that the objects in Ve are sorted with respect to their

distance from the current viewpoint e, and the corresponding

simplified models of objects are selected by proceeding from

farther to nearer ones, in each case, choosing a model of lower

granularity for objects that are farther from the viewpoint, until

the total rendering load in Ve no longer exceeds D.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Design

We have developed a system supporting the design of virtual

scene layouts using multi-touch technology to quickly arrange

virtual objects on a 2D canvas, while a 3D window displays the

corresponding virtual scenes in real time, enabling the designer

to flexibly and rapidly construct 3D virtual scenes [12].

We further implemented the virtual scene created by the

designers as an Android app that can operate on a mobile

device running Android OS. The phones feature a touch

screen, an accelerometer, and Wi-Fi capabilities. Users can

interact with the virtual world via Google Cardboard-style 3D

glasses and a motion-tracking sensor. The former, composed

of a cardboard and a smartphone, can present stereoscopic

images. The motion-tracking sensor we select is a Kinect,

which can capture the position of users.

In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed strate-

gies, we designed two experiments to assess our method. In the

first experiment, we evaluate the design effectiveness across

heterogeneous mobile devices. In the second experiment, we

evaluate the effectiveness of our strategy on a single series of

mobile phones but across different use states.

B. Experiment 1

The participants are requested to design a virtual museum

with 30 artifact models using our design system. The resulting

designs are later run on phones with different characteristics,

which, in this experiment, are chosen as the Xiaomi 5 series

and the Xiaomi 4 series. The maximum rendering load in

the same viewpoint of these two mobile phones (number of

patches) is 6.9 ∗ 107 and 3.5 ∗ 107 respectively.

Although the performance of the mobile phones may di-

verge, it is necessary to ensure that the artifacts seen by the

user are the same, that is, the number of models to be rendered

in the entire scene is the same. The designed virtual museum

using 30 cultural relics models is shown in Fig. 4. In region A
in Fig. 4(a), the rendering load exceeds the maximum capacity

of the Xiaomi 4 in the weak visibility polygon of the segment

ab (see Fig. 5), and the designer resorts to redistributing

cultural relics to ensure the real-time operation of the scene.

Fig. 4(b) is the adjusted scene that can be run on the less

powerful Xiaomi 4.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Museum layout designed on two mobile phones: (a) the virtual scene
on the Xiaomi 5 series, (b) the virtual scene on the Xiaomi 4 series.

Fig. 5. Roaming path and its weak visibility polygon. Herein, ab is one of
the roaming paths chosen by the designer, and the gray region is the weak
visibility polygon of ab.

In the design process, we regard the constraint on the mobile

device performance as one of the primary design factors, as it

can ensure that the user can later attain a frame rate of at least

15 frames per second within the same viewpoint region. This

entails that the design adapt to different performance profiles

of different mobile devices, thus improving its effectiveness

and availability.

In order to more validate our method, we also design various

virtual scenes with different spatial structures. For example,

we design a virtual maze learning scenes in Fig. 6, using 20

dinosaur models for immersive experiences of users. Similar

to the above, the layout of the virtual maze for the Xiaomi 5

series is shown in Fig. 6(a), while the adjusted scene that can

be run on the Xiaomi 4 is shown in Fig. 6(b).

The above experimental results show that the proposed

design strategy can effectively guide designers in laying out
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Maze layout designed on two mobile phones: (a) the virtual scene on
the Xiaomi 5 series, (b) the virtual scene on the Xiaomi 4 series.

the virtual scenes such that rendering efficiency is considered

and an adaptation to different mobile devices is possible.

C. Experiment 2

Whereas in Experiment 1, the designed virtual museum and

maze was run across different models of mobile phones, in

Experiment 2, the performance of the rendered scene is tested

on the same model of a mobile phone but in different states,

such as with more startup processes or more apps running

in the background. Before each run, we fetch information

regarding the current operating status of the mobile phone.

Specifically, we rely on the percentage of available RAM of

the mobile phone as an indicator. In the designed scene, the

position of the light source is fixed; the materials of the virtual

objects are simple ones such as a solid wood, and reflection

is not considered. When the user roams around the virtual

scene, the number of frames rendered by different users at

each instant is counted, thus providing an assessment of the

effectiveness of the method.

In the experiment, we compared the attained frame rate

for the virtual scene across 4 different cases: the designed

virtual scene is Museum, and the available percentages of

RAM on the mobile phone are 50% and 30% respectively; the

designed virtual scene is Maze, and the available percentages

of RAM on the mobile phone are 50% and 30% respectively.

We consider two human participants, each experiencing each

scenario 10 times. We first consider the Xiaomi 5 series for

these experiments, and subsequently repeat the experiments

with Xiaomi 4 devices.

The experimental results for users roaming in Museum on

Xiaomi 5 are given in Fig. 7. Here, the blue lines represent the

results when not relying on our strategy, while the green lines

consider the case of using our strategy. Each line represents

an average over a user experiencing the museum 10 times.

During the process of roaming, the capacity of the virtual

objects to be rendered varies depending on the user’s vantage

point. For instance, the number of rendered frames between

points 1 and 25 is very different to the interval from 30 to 40,

which suggests that the capacity of the virtual scene that the

user sees is different. In addition, the method proposed in this

paper compares the load of the objects rendered at the current

instant with the mobile phone’s current maximum rendering

capabilities. If the rendering capacity in the current field of

view is too large, our method will adjust the scene rendering

content. According to the distance relationship between a

virtual object and the viewpoint, the objects at a far distance

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison between the number of rendered frames obtained using
our method (green lines) and not using our method (blue lines) for Museum
when the available percentage of RAM is (a) 50% and (b) 30% on Xiaomi 5.

will be replaced with models with different levels of detail

until the mobile phone in its current state can cope with the

rendering load.

Hence, as can be seen in Fig. 7(a), the number of rendered

frames for the same user is different at different time points.

Moreover, since the viewing angles of different users at each

time point may be different, the number of rendered frames

of different users at the same point in time may diverge.

The experimental results show that our method can guar-

antee that the number of frames rendered per second is at

least 15, ensuring the user’s real-time experience. When our

method is not invoked, the rendering capacity in the current

field of view may easily become too large, making it difficult

to achieve real-time effects.

In order to further evaluate the effectiveness of this across

different phones, we repeated the experiments for the 4 dif-

ferent cases on Xiaomi 4. We also get similar results that our

method can achieve real-time rendering (see Fig. 8).

When the same mobile phone series is in different states

of usage, we can estimate the current computing power of the

phone. When the available percentage of RAM in the phone is

50%, the maximum rendering capacity of the phone is about

50% of the original rendering capacity. When the available

percentage RAM is 30%, the maximum rendering capacity

tends to be about 40% of the original rendering capacity. This

paper takes the current state of the phone as a reference, and

adjusts the maximum rendering ability of the phone in each

visible region to ensure the real-time operation of the scene

by reducing the number of patches.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Comparison between the number of rendered frames obtained using
our method (green lines) and not using our method (blue lines) for Maze
when the available percentage of RAM is (a) 50% and (b) 30% on Xiaomi 4.

The above results show that for phones with different

performance characteristics, the virtual scene can be rendered

by our method to ensure the real-time experience of the user.

Moreover, even when the same type of phone is used but

in different usage states, our method can dynamically adapt

the rendering of the virtual scene to ensure it is in real time.

Thus, the method proposed in this paper can flexibly adapt

to different performance characteristics of phones, robustly

enabling real-time rendering of scenes of different scales in

accordance with the actual rendering abilities of the device.

V. CONCLUSION

Mobile device-based virtual reality systems may face many

challenges in enabling real-time interaction, due to factors such

as the limited computing performance and storage capacity.

In this paper, a virtual scene optimization layout strategy is

proposed to adapt to different mobile devices for real-time

interactive display. In the scene design phase, the performance

of the device for the user’s immersive experience is regarded

as one of the critical factors. We consider how to optimize

the virtual scene to adapt to the performance profiles of

different mobile devices and propose an accelerated rendering

method based on a custom proposed data structure to enable

the ability of rendering large-scale scenes in real time on

different mobile devices. The experimental results show that

this strategy can effectively support real-time rendering of

virtual scenes designed by designers for devices with different

performance profiles.

As an initial exploration, the current usage scenarios con-

sidered in this paper are mainly virtual indoor scenes such as

virtual museums and labyrinths. The characteristics of such

scenes are that the wall structure can allow for a Sweep

operation with a two-dimensional view to obtain a three-

dimensional structure.The next step is to explore the expansion

to more types of scenes. In addition, our work can also be

adapted by invoking visibility algorithms that extend beyond

the path into the region so that participants can move more

freely. Overall, we believe that this framework has great

potential in providing a more robust real-time VR experience

to the millions of mobile device users across the globe wishing

to explore the potential of low-cost VR mounts.
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